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Abstract—Intelligent Video-Surveillance (IVS) systems are being more and more popular in security applications. The analysis and recognition of abnormal behaviours in a video sequence has gradually drawn the attention in the field of IVS, since it allows filtering out a large number of useless information, which guarantees the high efficiency in the security protection, and save a lot of human and material resources. We present in this paper ADABeV, an intelligent video-surveillance framework for event recognition in crowded scene to detect the abnormal human behaviour. This framework is attended to be able to achieve real-time alarming, reducing the lags in traditional monitoring systems. This architecture proposal addresses four main challenges: behaviour understanding in crowded scenes, hard lighting conditions, multiple input kinds of sensors and contextual-based adaptability to recognize the active context of the scene.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The past decade has witnessed the rise of video surveillance and its deployment spread around the world. The decreasing costs of video surveillance equipment have resulted in large volumes of video data. This excessive amount of information constitutes a significant challenge, even for a human observer, because it requires monitoring a huge number of individuals and their activities. Computational approaches that assist human security must be smart enough to be successful in real-world domains. Intelligent video surveillance (IVS) is a technology that uses software to identify automatically specific objects, behaviours or attitudes in video footage. It transforms the video into data that can be transmitted or archived so that the video surveillance system can act accordingly. The increasing need for intelligent surveillance in the security domain, especially for public places and military applications, makes automated video surveillance systems to be unavoidable.

We can group the research technologies for automatic video surveillance system into three groups: the video analysis, the video processing and filtering, and the video retrieval as video indexing and searching part.

Currently, we can discern that the visual surveillance in dynamic scenes is an active and important research area, strongly driven by many potential and promising applications. Nevertheless, more existing systems focus on analyzing recorded video using pre-defined hard rules. Consequently, they suffer from unaccepted false alarms. In our work, by choosing the context of crowded scenes in hard lighting conditions, we aim to develop an adaptive system for behaviour recognition, which is able to provide an alert in case of abnormality detection. To achieve this objective, we will have to address the hard tasks of behaviour recognition to detect the abnormalities in crowded scenes. Several challenges such as the severe inter-object occlusion in crowded scene, the poor quality of recorded surveillance footage in hard lighting conditions, the exploration of multimodality video sensor and multimodal data fusion, and the adaptation to the change of contexts surrounding the target events or objects have to be resolved.

In order to validate the framework architecture proposal with its various modules, we test our proposals within a novel application environment: a multipurpose hall. A multipurpose hall offers many possible usages and it is designed to fit various kinds of events, such as a movie theatre (cinema), conference hall, or even as a room for parties’ and ceremonies. This variety of uses also implies a variety of contexts and consequently a large number of possible events. In order to ensure safety of such halls, we need an adaptive system that can detect the type of context.

The paper is structured as follows: in the next section we present the related works, section III introduces the framework ADABeV and gives an overview of the system and its different modules. In section IV we describe the context modeling and classification part of the framework and finally in section V we conclude the paper and present the future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Several research works in the domain of video understanding have been carried out in the last decade. This section presents the ones that are more relevant to our work. Many issues as behavior understanding in crowded scenes,
hard lighting conditions, data fusion and contextual information exploitation are combined together in order to perform behavior recognition, so we review the representative papers and research works on these different topics respectively:

A. Behavior Understanding in Crowded Scenes

There are different research topics in video surveillance related to crowds: crowd density estimation, face detection and recognition in crowds [33]. We focus on the problem of crowd behavior and abnormal event detection in crowded scenes. Compared to other video surveillance problems there are relatively few works related to crowds. In the past years, a variety of approaches were proposed to deal with crowd analysis and understanding. As noted in [3], there are two main approaches for crowd behaviour analysis. In the object-based approach, a crowd is treated as a collection of individuals; holistic approaches treat the crowd as a single entity, without the need of segmenting individually.

First, Cheriyadat and Radke [1] proposed an approach for clustering a set of low-level motion features into trajectories, similarly to [4], but by the usage of additional rules in the clustering process, such as the dominant movements that are computed based on the longest common sub-sequences. However, while the goal in [4] was to identify each member in the scene based on motion cues, the main goal in [1] was to extract dominant motion patterns in a crowded scene. In the same category, we can classify the work of Lin et al. [5] for automatic recognition of group activities for video surveillance applications. They proposed to use a group representative to handle the recognition with flexible or varying number of group members, and use an Asynchronous Hidden Markov Model (AHMM) to model the relationship between two people. A little far-away from abnormality detection, Hakeem and Shah [19] proposed a method to just detect events involving multiple agents in a video and to learn their structure in terms of temporally related chain of sub-events. Regarding the holistic approach, Davies et al. [10] presented a useful indicator of crowdedness or potential danger, he proposed an approach based on discrete Fourier transform, combined with a linear area transform algorithm to distinguish static from moving crowds. Andrade et al. [6] characterized a “usual behaviour” of a crowd based on the analysis of their optical flow, using hidden Markov models (HMMs). Mahadevan et al. [16] also present a framework for anomaly detection in crowded scenes. Their model for normal crowd behaviour is based on mixtures of dynamic textures; outliers under this model are labelled as anomalies.

The clear limitation of the current works is that there is no approach that combines between the holistic approach and the object based approach in crowded scenes, so that we can benefit from the important features of both approaches.

B. Hard Lighting Conditions

In fact, there are no much works that treat this problem, Ilie et al. [20] propose a new concept of image and video enhancement technique, CER (context enhanced rendering). They incorporate context information of a night-time scene from one image with other important features from another daytime image at the same viewpoint. In a like manner, the authors of [7] and [8] have resolved this problem. In [7] they proposed an enhancement method that combines images taken at different times by using image fusion techniques. They decrease the aliasing by computing in a gradient domain, Cai et al. [8] combine daytime image and night-time image together using the image segmentation and the object extraction technique. A background modelling-based method suitable for the security surveillance application is proposed by Soumya [2], to segment the moving object from the poor illuminated area, using dynamic matrix.

It is still a challenging problem for night-time video applications since most of the previous work, mentioned above, focuses on the technical side of the problem i.e. image fusion, segmentation, etc, and does not concentrate on information processing to provide an analysis task such as detection and recognition.

C. Multiple Input Kinds

The work in this area can be divided into two categories, according to the fused modalities: one that uses fusion of visible and infrared images and the other that uses fusion of audio and video information. First, the operational requirement to use multiple inputs kinds or sensors is due to the limitations of individual sensor (the normal camera CCTV) to capture all available visual information about the scene. Some recent works have addressed the tracking of humans and vehicles with multiple sensors [9]. In [11], Torresan et al present their method in the context of surveillance and security, for efficient detection and tracking, they use the fusion of thermal infrared with visible spectrum video to track the blobs (regions), and the tracking is done first separately in the visible and thermal modality. Using thermal and visible imagery, Davis et al. [10] propose a new contour-based background-subtraction technique for persistent object detection in urban settings. Before fusion, the statistical background subtraction is performed in the thermal domain to identify the initial regions of interest, then colour and intensity information are used to obtain the corresponding regions of interest in the visible domain. In the second category, Gatica et al. [12] presented a method that fuses 2-D object shape and audio information.

D. Contextual-based Adaptability

The literature contains an important number of formal definitions of Context in vision understanding system, trying to answer to an essential problematic: how to define context in order to generate and use it automatically. A very broad definition is given by [25], who proposes that the context is any and all information that may influence the way a scene is perceived. More specifically, [26] brings a more detailed definition: a complex structure comprising generic descriptions for spatial structures, temporal changes […] and the intention of the action.
In [21] the context remains constant during processing, and describes the scene that is filmed. To model a context, information can come from one of the different types of information. First, the visual information which includes in primary position the description of static objects as the size, the color, and the geometry of their sub-parts; then comes the polygonal zones with semantic information from the entrance and exit zones to area of interest. In principal these zones need to be manually defined offline by a human operator. Furthermore, the camera characteristics as the focal length, the position and the direction affect the information. Consequently, the raw information standards (color, histograms, direction of edges and texture) have also some influence on the information. Second, the Context awareness, in [22] the authors use an approach inspired by Activity Theory to model context. In contrast to other approaches presented thus far [21]-[23]-[24]-[25] where the context is to be described in an objective manner, this model assumes a subjective view in the different situations by the different actors involved. Particularly, the proposed model uses a taxonomy with five different types of contextual information (environmental, personal, social, task, and spatiotemporal).

The representation of the context can use a map of the scene as a support. The representation of the scene is a space is used to gather all of the context information in one place. In [24], a 2D map with zones drawn offline by an operator is used. In previous work [27], the concept of using a scene map in order to improve the computation of spatiotemporal relations to mobile objects has been introduced. It has been found by the authors that such segmentation and spatial reasoning improves the computation of object detection and tracking, as well as behaviour analysis. However, manually drawing the plan of the scenes we want to observe is a time-consuming task. Other approaches detach themselves from the manual segmentation or context annotation and propose using graphical descriptors for automatic context representation. Based on the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), which is a well-known object detection method [29]; Heitz et al. [31] distinguish between rigid objects (e.g. vehicles) and other “stuff” like cars. Here, the things and stuff (TAS) context model allows clustering the different types of elements contained in a scene and thus improving the detection of objects. Expanding on the idea on [30], authors of [28] go further and present a new context risk function and a maximum margin context (MMC) model. This approach uses a polar geometric context descriptor and is able to take contextual information in a more unsupervised way. Experiments show that MMC[28] has a better detection rate than previous work (HOG [29] and TAS [30]), with less false positives.

III. DISCUSSION

Moreover, some limitations of video processing technique in the real environment are not well declared in most of research. Here we propose solutions for resolving these following challenging ambiguous visual observations together and overcoming unreliability of conventional behaviour analysis methods:

a. Regarding the case of crowded scenes with all their challenging features.

b. Studying the problem in hard lighting conditions (in both night time and day time).

c. Exploiting an abnormal detection system based on a heterogeneous sensor network consisting of both CCTV cameras and thermal cameras with audio sensors. These networked heterogeneous sensors will function cooperatively to provide enhanced situation awareness.

d. Developing an intelligence system that is able to switch between different contexts at different times during the day, referring to predefined sufficient information to provide effective selection of the existing context.

Towards the goal of realizing an automatic and generic system that answers to the aforementioned challenges, a new formalism is proposed. ADABeV (Automatic Detection of Abnormal Behavior in Video-surveillance) is an integrated framework for event recognition in crowded scene surveillance videos. It aims at detecting the abnormal human behavior, automatically and in real time. Specifically, this framework focuses on two main challenges:

1. Automatic event analysis in scenes monitored by video surveillance cameras.

2. Detection of abnormal human behavior in crowded public scene.

Additional details about the framework concept will be presented in this paper (in section IV.A). Now we will briefly explain these two main issues.

A. Event Recognition

When talking about Event, we can find in the literature, many terms which denote similar meanings such as activity [13] and action [14]. In particular, action consists of whole body movement formed by a set of atomic movements. Nevertheless, we refer an Event to a set of related actions by time and targets that mostly involve several objects that interact in a common space monitored by one or more cameras. Our specification of Event is not so far from Kumar et al. [15]; they describe Events by the spatiotemporal relationship between targets and contextual elements or with other targets. Therefore, we denote event recognition the task of identification and classification of image sequence to have a high-level semantic interpretation of the scene.

B. Abnormal Behavior

In order to provide security, it is necessary to analyze the behaviors of people and determine whether these behaviors are normal or abnormal. Before we mention what is meant by abnormal behavior, we should notice that several keywords were used by many research works [3, 16, 31, 32] to refer to the same notion (unusual, rare, atypical, interesting, suspicious, anomalous). With Mahadevan et al [16], the abnormalities are defined as measurements whose probability is below a certain threshold under a normal model.
Breitenstein [32] differentiates between the rare behavior and the unusual one, he claims that the first means only events that have not been observed before; those that have been seen at least once are considered rare but not necessarily abnormal previously unseen or having low statistical representation in the dataset. Moreover, there are some abnormal behaviors that can be predicted in certain circumstances and consequently it can be modeled.

While it is hard to define individually the entirety of the different abnormal behaviors, we say about an event abnormal behavior when (1) it is done by a human operator and (2) the presence of a moving human body is detected by the ‘Human Motion detection’ module, and a set of features are computed into feature vectors, to be processed in the next level. The second module in this level is intended to extract the contextual parameters used in context classification in the mid-level.

- The Mid-Level Processing: for the principal pattern recognition task in this framework ‘Pattern Recognition’; it is composed of the two following modules: the Motion Pattern Recognition module and the Context Classification module. The first aims to estimate, in principle, the holistic motion in the scene; it defines some properties about the entrance and exit movement. These holistic motion properties can also be defined with regard to the context, which is studied in the second module. Context Classification is a switching module; it focuses on context modeling in order to automatically detect the context of a scene, in order to carry out a hard decision about the context where the scene is filmed. At this stage, we consider a predefined set of Context models with their contextual information. This classification of context will later constitute the basis of behavior analysis in the highest level. More details on the context modeling are given in the next section.
Fig. 3 (a) Segmentation of a filmed scene on several depth zones, (b) Example of three zones of depth A, B and C with Camera 3D view.
• The High-Level Processing: Finally, at the highest processing level, based on the context decision provided by the previous level, a pre-processing step is required to adapt and prepare the holistic motion properties with the mobile objects properties and the image features to have the best ground for learning method that must be integrated in this behaviour recognition module.

As final output of the system, an alarm or notification will be generated, in case of detection of abnormal behaviour according to certain criteria that must be predefined with regard to the existing context as mentioned above.

We propose this generic context definition: Context is the environment where an event can occur. The isolation of this event, from its environment, leads to another interpretation of this event. So the context is the environment that can strongly affect the interpretation of events occurring in it. Consequently, this method consists to segment the scene into different planes more or less far from the focal plane or in other terms with different depth values, this Depth plans should be detected automatically during the processing phase, according to certain predefined features. Once the plans are detected, the zones of depth are then determined and here start the features extraction for each zone separately (Fig. 3 (a)). Each zone has its special features to be extracted. We argue this segmentation that in our used case (Multipurpose hall), we can clearly observe that it can be segmented into three zones, from the camera’s focal plane: first the spectator seats area, then, more deeply, the sidewalk and last, the theater or the onstage or the wide screen (according to the usage).

Each zone has a set of special features that can be essential in context classification decision. On the other hand, each zone also has its special predictive events and behaviors. In fact, we assume that there are some behaviors that can be considered as normal in certain zone, but abnormal in another.

By this way, we will not confuse between the normal and abnormal behavior among the zones. Therefore, we obtain more accuracy in behavior recognition process.

Note that the depth data are provided by a stereo system (two calibrated video-cameras). After this description, we can point out the main advantage of this method. First, this method decreases the extracted data redundancies at the low level, when extracting just the needed features for each zone. Second, this leads to reduce the analysis complexity at the Mid-Level, and also to increase the robustness of behavior analysis at the highest level. After the extraction of several contextual data contained in the images according to the detected zones of depth, we must now be able to process these data in order to propose a classification. Thus, we must be able to link the extracted information from the different depth zones with the predefined information of each depth (Fig. 3 (b)). For this purpose, we use the Transferable Belief Model (TBM) [17, 18]; it provides a flexible and powerful representation for quantified beliefs associated with the extracted contextual information. It is perfectly adapted to our system application where data are collected from partially reliable sources.

B. Context Modeling and Classification

Many authors have used Context either implicitly or explicitly in their image understanding systems, but few have made the representation and use of context as central design feature, as we have proposed. The role of context modelling in this system is to define formalism on the context description, in order to enable the identification of a context in a given video through context classifier. First, the definition of the context depends on the process nature. Therefore, we need a more specific definition to the scope of this project.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present a novel end to end framework called ADABeV. It aims to address the artificial intelligence issues in vision based systems. In particular, this framework is designed to detect automatically the abnormal behavior of human operator in video-surveillance of crowded scenes; especially in multipurpose hall. We putted ahead the notion of context modeling, we also present the global method based on depth zones segmentation. Finally, as a next step, we are currently implementing the designed concept.
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